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Solune's Convolutions EP, second HMiT Records release, transports us to the world of

mid-90s Manhattan and New Jersey clubs' where spirituality and dance were

intimately interconnected, and comes within the scope of some American House labels

of these same years, on which it was common to find two versions of the same song on the

same record. This is the case here for "Feathered Blaze", which is presented in its original

version and in its dub rereading, before giving way to an atmospheric track, "Gratitude".

"Feathered Blaze", epic piece of tribal house, takes us from the first seconds into an

ecstatic trance whose intensity will continue to rise with the powerful and throbbing

rhythmic loops that Solune takes the time to install and develop over time. The kick is

intense, the bass heavy and the percussions are hypnotic. The body cannot help starting to

dance but, beyond the dance, Solune speaks to our soul. Indeed, at this tribal rhythm are

superimposed multiple harmonic layers, carried by very deep chords and ethereal synth

lines. The whole is made bleary by a massive use of echoes and delays which infuses a

deeply dub touch into the song. Listening to the song obviously brings Ron Trent to mind,

as well as Joe Claussell, Kerri Chandler or some glorious releases of labels such as

Ibadan and Nite Grooves. As for the Dub Essence version of the track, it tightens on

rhythm, percussions and FX, which intermingle ad infinitum to describe complex

convolutions in which it is exhilarating to get lost. The closing track, "Gratitude", is a

magnificent ambient piece with its long synthetic layers that come and go, its delicate

tribal percussions and its aerial and heady melody.

With the Convolutions EP, Solune plunges us into a tribal and mystical atmosphere: time

is suspended there at this moment when communion is total on the dancefloor, where

everyone, in a collective trance, moves in unison, in a sort of urban shamanic rite.
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After moving to Paris as a late teenager he started to work in the music industry. A

passionate move made him to settle in Berlin a few years later and starting doing music with

Alan Mathias as Arcarsenal, launching the Bass Cadet Records imprint and its record-

store with best friend Laura Le Marchand.

After having put out a handful of remarked releases as Arcarsenal, Etienne used his

studio time to work on some more personal material and gave birth to “Journey Of The

Folktales” on Bass Cadet Records in 2016. His full length work “Alteration-Cycles”

followed closely on cassette. Consisting of 16 tracks, it dwells into deeper territories

ranging from ambient to spiritual electronica and built upon a heavy field recording

work captured during a trip to Mexico. Strong from these solo experiences Solune was ask

by Giles Smith and James Priestley to release an EP on Secretsundaze’s label in 2017. “The

Hierophant” is paying tribute to Chicago and New York deep house masters but still

keeping a very personal fingerprint. After closing his record store due to some unexpected

and arduous reasons, Etienne launched Irrational Waves in 2018 with “Blowing

Techniques”. Learning from his background, the new label stands for a more personal and

creative approach as Solune offers himself here the possibility to release anything he feels

through whatever medium would fit. The first 8 tracks mini-album centered around the

concept of breathing, mixes up different shades of sub-driven deep house with jazz

intonations and spaced out textures. It is shortly followed by "Astral Reunions", a mixed

cassette of timeless music gathering spiritual jazz, abstract electronics, soul, krautrock with

percussions and sacred sounds which sets the listener into an introspective and rousing

sound experience.

Solune also learnt the art of reading a crowd playing some of the best clubs in Europe from

Berlin to Paris, Helsinki, Istanbul or Tbilissi. Passionately collecting a wide range of records

since more than 15 years he is able to work with a very versatile sound palette. He sees

the DJ performance as a celebration of music for bodies and souls, keeping in mind that

the most important is to be able to swiftly bring the audience from genre to genre within the

timeframe of a set. Always excited by shaping new ideas and old inspirations into sounds,

Solune will keep on pushing his own sound signature either on the decks or in the studio.

Solune, born Etienne Dauta, was raised in southern

France in a family of active music lovers. Infected by

his father who ran a record store in the 70/80’s, he

always had the music virus and grew up surrounded by

the family collection. His mother who was painting artist

also introduced him to a world of tribal art, aboriginal

and oriental spiritualities which brought him into a

constant interest for ideas and views outside of the

western modernity.  
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First, High Maintenance in Toulouse – or HMiT – is a blog founded in 2009 at a time when

the musical blogosphere was rising. Back then, the blog takes an interest in the new tropical

house scene as well as the developments of the hardcore continuum of these years (UK

funky, dubstep, fidget house…).

HMiT is also a collective of locally established DJs who have always had at heart to defend

the Toulouse scene by setting up collaborations with other local actors and actresses:

organization of night or day events, radio programs, podcasts, dance classes, premieres…

The DJs and producers of the collective stand up for a generous vision of music: from disco

exuberance to the dryness of Chicago house, from the deepness of Detroit to the luxuriance

of hardcore breakbeat, or from experiments of the New York house music scene to the

crossbreeds of the UK garage sound, they have limits only those of a music which speaks as

well to the body as to the spirit.

 

It is this vision of music that HMiT carried for six years through the organization of the

Toulouse House Nation events with national and international guests such as Sven Løve, Hugo

LX, Nick V, Gunnter, Jorge Caiado, Aleqs Notal, Pascal Viscardi, Lea Lisa, Art Of Tones,

Jenifa Mayanja or Roy Davis Jr., alongside the DJs from our collective and local guests.

Today, HMiT is reinventing itself by embarking on the creation of a label that suits the

collective mantra: with heart, love and passion. And a desire. That of producing artists that

we love, without calculation, artists from our family, a family of heart and blood.

 

The collective consists of two DJs, Dale Cooper and Cécile, a duo of DJs and producers,

Domê, a DJ and producer, Dubix, and a graphic designer, DJ and producer, D£UC£.
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